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This paper studies a manufacturer that sells to a newsvendor retailer who can improve the quality of her
demand information by exerting costly forecasting effort. In such a setting, contracts play two roles: provid-

ing incentives to influence the retailer’s forecasting decision and eliciting information obtained by forecasting to
inform production decisions. We focus on two forms of contracts that are widely used in such settings and are
mirror images of one another: a rebates contract, which compensates the retailer for the units she sells to end
consumers, and a returns contract, which compensates the retailer for the units that are unsold. We characterize
the optimal rebates contracts and returns contracts. Under rebates, the retailer, manufacturer, and total system
may benefit from the retailer having inferior forecasting technology; this never occurs under returns. Although
one might conjecture that returns would be inferior because its provision of “insurance” would discourage the
retailer from forecasting, we show that returns are superior.
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1. Introduction
Because the costs of supply-demand mismatch are so
high, firms devote substantial resources to improv-
ing their understanding of uncertain demand through
forecasting efforts (Laucka 2005). For example, fash-
ion retailers frequently devote substantial resources to
conduct costly preseason merchandise tests. In such
a test, a retail chain introduces a new product for
a short period of time in a subset of the chain’s
stores prior to the main selling season and uses the
observed sales data as a key input into its forecasting
process (Fisher and Rajaram 2000). Firms also obtain
demand-relevant data by conducting customer sur-
veys and purchase packages of relevant sales or con-
sumer data from third parties. Firms then devote time
and resources to analyzing data and consulting inter-
nal experts (e.g., sales force) and external experts to
develop and refine their forecasts. Because acquiring
and processing such data is costly, whether a retailer
will find it attractive to exert such costly forecast-
ing effort depends critically on the contractual terms
offered by the manufacturer of the product.
As an example of a manufacturer motivated by this

concern, IBM PC Co. offered a menu of returns con-
tracts to its resellers with the express intention of pro-
viding “a carrot to help the channel better forecast

demand and to more effectively manage inventory.”
Resellers could choose a contract with a generous
returns policy and standard purchasing terms or one
with a stingy returns policy but more attractive terms
in other dimensions (Zarley 1994).1

At the outset, it is unclear whether returns con-
tracts are really the best way to encourage forecasting
or if there is a better contractual form. More funda-
mentally, it is unclear whether a manufacturer should
design contracts to encourage forecasting in the first
place. Although the more precise demand informa-
tion obtained by retailer forecasting might be bene-
ficial to the overall system, it is not clear that the
manufacturer benefits by the retailer’s obtaining bet-
ter demand information because this places the man-
ufacturer at an informational disadvantage relative to
the retailer.
We focus on two forms of contracts that are widely

used in settings where demand uncertainty is pro-
nounced and forecasting efforts are important in
reducing such uncertainty: Under a returns contract,
the manufacturer compensates the retailer by buying

1 Similar menus of returns contracts have been used in the
book publishing and pharmaceutical industries (Padmanabhan and
Png 1995).
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back each unsold unit the retailer has at the end of the
selling season. Under a rebates contract, the manufac-
turer pays the retailer a bonus for each unit the retailer
sells.2 We focus on these two forms, in part, because
they are mirror images of one another: A rebates con-
tract pays the retailer for selling units, and the returns
contract pays the retailer for not selling units. In addi-
tion, although researchers have studied each form of
contract, relatively little has been done to compare
their effectiveness. The research question we seek to
address is the following: In a setting where the retailer
can improve her knowledge of demand by exerting
forecasting effort, should the manufacturer offer con-
tracts that compensate the retailer for selling units or
for not selling units?
Intuitively, returns contracts would seem to dis-

courage forecasting because their provision of “insur-
ance” would seem to make precise knowledge of the
demand distribution less valuable. In contrast, re-
bates, instead of providing insurance, essentially pro-
vide the retailer with a “lottery”: The retailer does
very well if demand turns out to be high, because the
retailer receives substantial revenue from both retail-
price-paying customers and the bonus-paying man-
ufacturer, but does very poorly if demand turns out
to be low. Consequently, precise knowledge of the
demand distribution would appear to be more valu-
able under rebates. This suggests that to the extent
that the manufacturer wants to induce the retailer to
forecast, he should offer a rebates contract. Our results
are exactly to the contrary of this intuition: we show
that the manufacturer should offer returns instead of
rebates, even when it is optimal to induce forecasting.
In this paper, we study a manufacturer that sells

to a newsvendor retailer who can improve the qual-
ity of her demand information by exerting costly
forecasting effort. We characterize the optimal menus
of rebates contracts and returns contracts and com-
pare the manufacturer’s expected profit under each.
Under the optimal menu of rebates, the manufac-
turer cedes profit (information rents) to the retailer
and distorts the production quantity downward to
ameliorate this loss, which is consistent with the typ-
ical adverse selection result. More surprisingly, we
show that under the optimal menu of rebates con-
tracts, the retailer, manufacturer, and total system may
benefit from the retailer having inferior forecasting
technology; in addition, the retailer may overinvest
in forecasting. The results differ significantly when
the manufacturer instead employs a menu of returns

2 This kind of rebate is distinct from a consumer rebate, which is
paid to the end user. It is also distinct from a reduction in the
manufacturer’s unit price (the so-called off-invoice trade discount)
in that the “reduction in price” due to the rebate is only realized
if the item is sold to an end user.

contracts. In contrast to the rebates case, the optimal
menu of returns contracts induces the efficient level
of forecasting, and there is no distortion in the pro-
duction quantity. Furthermore, returns contracts are
optimal among all contracts: under the optimal menu
of returns contracts, the manufacturer captures the
integrated system profit.
Our newsvendor model is appropriate when de-

mand is uncertain, the product’s life cycle is short,
and the retail market is sufficiently competitive such
that retailers are essentially price takers. The model
is appropriate not only for the motivating example of
personal computers but also more broadly for prod-
ucts in the electronics, fashion apparel, and toy indus-
tries, in which retail competition is intense.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.

Section 2 reviews the relevant literature. Section 3
describes the model. Sections 4, 5, and 6 contain the
analysis for the integrated solution, rebates contracts,
and returns contracts, respectively. Section 7 provides
evidence for the robustness of our main managerial
message, that returns are superior to rebates. Section 8
provides concluding remarks. All proofs are provided
in the e-companion.3

2. Literature
There is a substantial literature that describes the
roles of returns contracts in improving supply chain
performance. First, by allowing the retailer to return
unsold units to the manufacturer, returns mitigate the
retail risk of overstock, thereby boosting the retailer’s
order quantity to the manufacturer’s potential bene-
fit. Returns contracts have been shown to be effec-
tive instruments for the manufacturer in newsvendor
settings (Pasternack 1985), in settings with endoge-
nous retail pricing (Emmons and Gilbert 1998), and in
multiperiod settings (Donohue 2000). Second, returns
can intensify retail competition to the benefit of the
manufacturer (Padmanabhan and Png 1997, 2004).
Third, over time, knowledge of the quantity returned
in each period allows the manufacturer to better pre-
dict end-user demand in future periods (Sarvary and
Padmanabhan 2001). However, returns contracts also
have limitations; they may not be cost effective when
physically returning products is costly or when sup-
ply chain members have different salvage values for
the unsold products (Tsay 2001). A qualitative discus-
sion of the pros and cons of using returns is provided
in Padmanabhan and Png (1995).
Our work contributes to the supply chain literature

on returns by identifying a new strategic role that
returns play in promoting retailer forecasting efforts

3 An electronic companion to this paper is available as part of the on-
line version that can be found at http://mansci.journal.informs.org/.
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and inducing truthful information sharing. In partic-
ular, we demonstrate that a menu of returns contracts
is more effective than a menu of rebates contracts
in differentiating among privately informed retailers.
Arya and Mittendorf (2004) consider a manufacturer-
retailer model in which the end market consists of
a fixed number of customers with a common reser-
vation price. Prior to placing an order, the retailer
privately and costlessly observes partial information
about the customers’ reservation price. After order-
ing, the retailer observes the actual reservation price
and sets the retail price. Clearly, under a full-returns
contract, the retailer either sells the entire stock to the
customers at their reservation price or returns it to
the manufacturer at the buy-back price, depending
on which price is larger. Interestingly, while the Arya
and Mittendorf (2004) model and the issues they con-
sider are quite different from ours, they also find that
a menu of returns contracts limits the retailer’s infor-
mation rents.
Rebates, another powerful incentive instrument, are

also studied in the supply chain contracting litera-
ture. Rebate contracts have been shown to be an effec-
tive instrument for the manufacturer in settings with
endogenous retail pricing (Aydin and Porteus 2008)
and in settings with endogenous retailer sales effort
(Taylor 2002 and Krishnan et al. 2004).
Our paper differs from the above mentioned work

in two respects. First, we study both the returns con-
tract and the rebates contract in a unified model
framework, which allows us to compare the effective-
ness of the contracts. Second, the retailer in our model
can privately acquire demand information via costly
forecasting, thereby causing information asymmetry
between the two supply chain members. This model
feature places our paper in the category often called
endogenous adverse selection.
In contrast, in the conventional adverse selection

setting, it is assumed that one of two parties is cost-
lessly endowed with private information. The unin-
formed party can design contracts to elicit (“screen”)
information from the informed party. Alternatively,
by initiating contractual terms, the informed party
may credibly convey (“signal”) his information to the
uninformed party. Cachon (2003) and Chen (2003)
provide excellent reviews of screening and signaling
models in the supply chain literature. In an endoge-
nous adverse selection framework, Chen and Xiao
(2009) examine salesforce compensation where the
salesperson can acquire costly demand signals prior
to the firm’s production decision.
In a paper close to our work, Lariviere (2002), a man-

ufacturer faces a retailer who is privately informed
that her forecasting cost is “high” or “low”; by as-
sumption, the low-cost retailer forecasts and the high-
cost retailer does not. The manufacturer offers two

contracts, one intended for the forecasting retailer and
one intended for the nonforecasting retailer. In con-
trast to Lariviere (2002), we assume that the forecast-
ing cost is common knowledge but explicitly make the
retailer’s forecasting decision endogenous. We focus
on the menu of contracts designed to differentiate
retailers based on the information they obtain by fore-
casting. This allows the manufacturer to tailor his
production quantity to the observed demand signal.
In addition, the main objective of Lariviere (2002) is to
compare the performance of the “full-return, partial-
credit” contract with the “partial-return, full-credit”
contract, whereas ours is to compare returns with
rebates.
A companion paper to our own that considers re-

tailers’ endogenous forecasting decisions is Shin and
Tunca (2009). However, the focus of their paper is
very different. They focus on multiple retailers that
engage in Cournot competition and a single supply
contract, whereas we allow for a menu of contracts
and focus on the comparison between returns and
rebates in a single-retailer setting.

3. Model
A manufacturer (he) sells to a retailer (she), who in
turn sells to a market in which demand is uncertain.
The manufacturer must produce, prior to the selling
season, at unit cost c. The retail price is fixed at p,
and the salvage value of unsold inventory is assumed
to be negligible. The end-market demand is a non-
negative random variable DN with distribution FN �·�
known by both firms. Before production, the retailer
can exert forecasting effort, in which case she incurs
cost k and observes a signal of the demand, denoted
by S. The signal is high S = H with probability �
and is low S = L with probability 1− �. The demand
conditioned on the signal S is a nonnegative ran-
dom variable DS with distribution FS�·� for S ∈ H�L�.
Therefore, the unconditioned demand distribution is

FN �x�= �FH�x�+ �1−��FL�x��

The demand conditioned on a high-value signal is
stochastically larger than the demand conditioned
on a low-value signal, i.e., FH�x� ≤ FL�x� for all
x≥ 0. Although both the conditional distributions FS�·�
and the forecasting cost k are common knowledge,
only the retailer observes whether she forecasts and, if
so, the realized value of the signal. For notational con-
venience, we define 	FS�x�≡ 1− FS�x� for S ∈ H�L�N�;
for expositional ease, we also assume that the distri-
butions FS�·� are strictly increasing, but all results hold
when this is relaxed.
Under a menu of rebates contracts, the transfer price

the retailer pays, T r�q� r�� R+ ×R+ →R+, is a function
of her order quantity q and the per-unit rebate r , which
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the retailer receives for each unit she sells to end con-
sumers. Under a menu of returns contracts, the trans-
fer price the retailer pays, T b�q� b�� R+ × �0� p�→R+,
is a function of her order quantity q and the per-unit
buy-back price b, which the retailer receives for each
unit of unsold inventory at the end of the selling sea-
son. In each case, the manufacturer offers the menu of
contracts, which simply consists of the transfer price
function, and the retailer chooses the order quantity
and the generosity of the sales-dependent payment
(rebate or buy-back price). One would typically expect
that the transfer price would be increasing in the gen-
erosity of the sales-dependent payment and in the
order quantity.
The sequence of events is as follows:
1. The manufacturer offers a menu of rebates or re-

turns contracts.
2. The retailer decides whether to forecast. If the

retailer does so, then she observes the realized value
of the demand signal (privately).
3. The retailer chooses a contract (order quantity

and per-unit rebate or buy-back price) or rejects the
contract offer. If the retailer accepts a contract, the
manufacturer produces to meet the retailer’s order,
and the retailer pays the transfer price.
4. Demand is realized, and payments are made

according to the chosen contract.
In the integrated system, the revelation of the de-

mand signal reduces the total demand uncertainty
and thus leads to a more accurate production deci-
sion, reducing the total cost of supply-demand mis-
match. In the decentralized system, however, it may
not be in the retailer’s interest to exert forecasting
effort to observe the demand signal. Furthermore,
it may not be in the manufacturer’s interest to
have the retailer possess superior information about
demand. Therefore, from the manufacturer’s perspec-
tive, the questions are as follows: Should the manufac-
turer induce the retailer to forecast? If so, how should
the manufacturer design the contracts to induce fore-
casting and to take advantage of the retailer’s private
demand forecast information? Which type of menu of
contracts is more effective to this end?
A menu of contracts provides some incentive for

the retailer to exert forecasting effort to observe the
demand signal because the demand signal is use-
ful in making a better contract choice. It can be
demonstrated that because there are only two possi-
ble signals, we can without loss of generality restrict
attention to menus of two contracts: under rebates,
T r�q� r� = tL for q ≤ qL and r ≤ rL; T r�q� r� = tH
for qL < q ≤ qH and r ≤ rH ; and T r�q� r� =  oth-
erwise. This menu can be written more compactly
as �qH� rH� tH�� �qL� rL� tL��. Under returns, we can
restrict attention to the analogously defined menu
�qH� bH� tH�� �qL� bL� tL��. The contract with subscript

S ∈ H�L� is intended for the retailer that has fore-
casted and observed signal S. The manufacturer may
choose to offer a single contract, which is appropriate
when the manufacturer intends that the contract be
selected by a nonforecasting retailer.
Our analysis is done from the manufacturer’s per-

spective: we characterize the contracts that maximize
the manufacturer’s expected profit while ensuring that
the retailer’s expected profits both before and after
forecasting are no less than her reservation profit,
which we normalize to zero without loss of generality.
The model described here has a number of restric-

tive assumptions: the forecasting decision is binary,
there are only two possible demand signals, forecast-
ing effort only yields demand information for a single
product in a single period, the retail price is fixed, and
demand is exogenous. In §7 we relax these assump-
tions and provide evidence that our main managerial
message, that returns are superior to rebates, is robust
to these assumptions.

4. Integrated System
As a benchmark, we first characterize the solution
(forecasting decision and production quantity) that
maximizes the expected profit of the integrated system
(combined manufacturer and retailer). If the system
chooses not to forecast, then it faces a newsvendor
problem with demand DN . The system’s expected
profit under production quantity qN is

�N�qN � = pEmin�qN �DN �− cqN

= p
∫ qN

0

	FN �x�dx− cqN �

and the optimal production quantity is qI
N = 	F −1

N �c/p�.
If the system chooses to forecast, it incurs cost k, ob-
serves the demand signal S ∈ H�L�, and then chooses
its production quantity qS� Conditioning on the real-
ized value of the signal S, the system’s expected profit
excluding the cost of forecasting is

�F �qH� qL� = ��pEmin�qH�DH�− cqH�

+ �1−���pEmin�qL�DL�− cqL��

Note that if the integrated system did not adjust its
production quantity in response to the demand signal,
there would be no gain from forecasting: �F �q� q� =
�N�q�. However, after observing the signal S ∈ H�L�,
the optimal production quantity is qI

S = 	F −1
S �c/p�, the

newsvendor solution under demand distribution FS .
Intuitively, having more precise information about the
demand distribution allows the integrated system to
choose a production quantity that more accurately
trades off the cost of having too much versus having
too little, so

�F �q
I
H� q

I
L�≥�F �q

I
N � q

I
N �=�N�q

I
N ��
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Let
kI ≡�F �q

I
H� q

I
L�−�N�q

I
N �

denote the increase in expected profit resulting from
having the better demand information provided by
forecasting. Naturally, it is optimal to forecast if and
only if the gain from doing so exceeds the cost. Propo-
sition 1 summarizes the optimal forecasting and pro-
duction quantity decisions for the integrated system.

Proposition 1. If k < kI , then the system should fore-
cast and produce qI

H (qI
L) when the demand signal is H �L�.

Otherwise, the system should not forecast and should
produce qI

N .

5. Rebates Contracts
Now we turn to the decentralized system, where the
firms make decisions to maximize their own prof-
its. The purpose of this section is to characterize the
optimal menu of rebates contracts that maximizes the
manufacturer’s expected profit. The manufacturer has
the option to offer contracts that induce the retailer
either to forecast or not forecast. For the case in which
the manufacturer chooses not to induce retail fore-
casting, we can, without loss of generality, restrict
analysis to a menu with a single contract �qN � rN � tN �,
under which the retailer pays tN for qN units and
per-unit rebate rN . For the case in which the manu-
facturer chooses to induce the retailer to forecast, the
manufacturer offers a menu of distinct contracts to
distinguish between retailers that have observed dis-
tinct demand signals. We study these two scenarios
sequentially to understand which yields greater profit
for the manufacturer.

5.1. No Forecasting
The retailer’s expected profit under demand distribu-
tion FS and rebate contract �qC� rC� tC� is

Rr�S�C�= �p+ rC�Emin�qC�DS�− tC�

We use superscripts to denote the contract form,
where r corresponds to the rebate contract. If the
retailer is faced with a single contract offer �qN � rN � tN �,
does not forecast, and accepts the contract, her ex-
pected profit is Rr�N�N�. The retailer will accept con-
tract �qN � rN � tN � if and only if her expected profit
under the contract exceeds her reservation profit,
which we have normalized to zero. Forecasting allows
the retailer to more accurately assess her expected
profit under a given contract, and so make a bet-
ter informed decision about whether to accept the
contract. Consequently, the retailer’s expected profit
under forecasting is

�max�Rr�H�N��0�+ �1−��max�Rr�L�N��0�− k�

If the contract were sufficiently generous that the re-
tailer would accept it regardless of the signal she
observed, then there would be no gain from forecast-
ing: �Rr�H�N�+ �1−��Rr�L�N�=Rr�N�N�. Forecast-
ing is only valuable when the low signal conveys to
the retailer that market conditions are sufficiently poor
that the retailer should not carry the manufacturer’s
product (i.e., should reject the contract): Rr�L�N� < 0.
An optimal rebate contract that does not induce

forecasting is the solution to

max
qN � rN � tN

tN − cqN − rNEmin�qN �DN �� (OBJ)

s.t. Rr�N�N�≥ �max�Rr�H�N��0�

+ �1−��max�Rr�L�N��0�− k (IC)

Rr�N�N�≥ 0� (IR)

The manufacturer chooses the contract parameters
�qN � rN � tN � to maximize his expected profit, subject
to two constraints. The left-hand side of the con-
straints is the retailer’s expected profit under contract
�qN � rN � tN � when she does not forecast. The incentive
compatibility constraint (IC) ensures that it is in the
interest of the retailer not to forecast. The individual
rationality constraint (IR) ensures that the contract sat-
isfies the retailer’s participation constraint, so that the
nonforecasting retailer is willing to accept the contract.
Proposition 2 characterizes the solution to the con-

tract design problem (OBJ)–(IR). It is useful to define
"�q� ≡ �1 − ��p

∫ q

0 �
	FN �x� − 	FL�x�� dx. Recall that qI

N

and qI
L are the optimal production quantities for the

integrated system with demand DN and DL, respec-
tively, and qI

N ≥ qI
L. For any q ∈ �qI

L� q
I
N �, 	FN �q� > c/p,

and 	FL�q� < c/p� which implies that " ′�q� = �1 − �� ·
p� 	FN �q� − 	FL�q�� > 0. Therefore, the inverse function
"−1�·� is well defined over the interval �"�qI

L�� "�q
I
N ��.

Proposition 2. An optimal rebate contract that does
not induce forecasting has quantity, rebate, and transfer
payment:

�q∗N � r
∗
N � t

∗
N �

=




�qI
L� 0� pEmin�q

I
L�DN �− �"�qI

L�− k�/�1−���

if k≤ "�qI
L��

�"−1�k�� 0� pEmin�"−1�k��DN ��

if k ∈ �"�qI
L�� "�q

I
N ���

�qI
N � 0� pEmin�q

I
N �DN �� if k≥ "�qI

N ��

A positive rebate provides an incentive for the re-
tailer to forecast because by doing so the retailer is
able to more accurately estimate the expected revenue
she would receive from the rebate, which puts her in a
better position to decide whether or not to accept the
contract. Hence, in offering a contract that discourages
forecasting, it is optimal to offer no rebate r∗N = 0.
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When the retailer’s forecasting cost is high
(k≥ "�qI

N �), in offering a contract the manufacturer
does not need to be concerned with adjusting the con-
tract to discourage forecasting (constraint (IC) is irrel-
evant). The manufacturer captures the profit of the
(nonforecasting) integrated system by offering a con-
tract that sells the integrated-system optimal quan-
tity qI

N for a transfer payment equal to the expected
revenue generated by this quantity. However, such
a contract is not sustainable as the forecasting cost
decreases (k ∈ �"�qI

L�� "�q
I
N ��) because large contrac-

tual quantities make forecasting attractive. Thus, to
discourage the retailer from forecasting, the manufac-
turer must lower the production quantity (q∗N = "−1�k�
decreases as k decreases); the manufacturer contin-
ues to charge the expected revenue generated by
the quantity. However, distorting the quantity down-
ward from the optimal quantity is costly to the man-
ufacturer in that he cannot charge a large transfer
payment. Consequently, as the forecasting cost drops
further (k ≤ "�qI

L�), the manufacturer leaves the con-
tractual quantity unchanged but lowers the transfer
payment to discourage the retailer from forecasting.
Overall, discouraging forecasting requires distorting
the production quantity downward q∗N ≤ qI

N .
Typically, in adverse selection models, the agent

(retailer) captures strictly positive expected profit
(so-called information rents) only if she has an infor-
mational advantage vis-à-vis the principal (manufac-
turer). In contrast, in our setting when the forecasting
cost is low (k < "�qI

L�), the agent (retailer) earns strictly
positive expected profits even though she lacks an
informational advantage vis-à-vis the principal (man-
ufacturer): Rr�N�N� = �"�qI

L�− k�/�1−�� > 0. Under
the optimal contract, the retailer does not forecast,
and the manufacturer anticipates that in equilibrium
the retailer will not have superior information. Con-
sequently, it is not possessing information that drives
rents, but rather the threat of acquiring information.4

The intuition is as follows: Acquiring demand infor-
mation puts the retailer in a better position to evaluate
whether the contract is attractive enough to accept,
and this information is particularly valuable when
the contract is stingy. Consequently, the manufacturer
must offer a generous contract to discourage fore-
casting, thereby ceding profit to the nonforecasting
retailer.
A further contrast emerges when one considers the

impact of costs on the production quantity. Often, opti-
mal production quantities decrease as costs increase,

4 Although this phenonmenon (as well as the other phenomena
described in this section) is shown only in the setting where the
manufacturer chooses not to induce forecasting, these phenomena
persist when we make the manufacturer’s decision of whether to
induce forecasting endogenous.

and this is true in our setting in that the optimal
contracted quantity q∗N is decreasing in the produc-
tion cost c. However, we find the opposite occurs
with respect to the forecasting cost: The optimal con-
tracted quantity q∗N is increasing in the forecasting
cost k. Larger forecasting costs allow the manufac-
turer to offer larger quantities while still discouraging
forecasting.
Under the optimal rebate contract that does

not induce forecasting, the manufacturer’s expected
profit is

�r
N =




pEmin�qI
L�DN �−cqI

L−�"�qI
L�−k�/�1−��

if k≤"�qI
L��

pEmin�"−1�k��DN �−c"−1�k�

if k∈ �"�qI
L�� "�q

I
N ���

pEmin�qI
N �DN �−cqI

N if k≥"�qI
N ��

(1)

The subscript N denotes no forecasting, and as before
the superscript r denotes the rebates contract form.
It is straightforward to verify that �r

N is increasing in
the forecasting cost k. Intuitively, when the retailer’s
forecasting cost is higher, it is easier for the manufac-
turer to induce the retailer not to forecast (i.e., there
exists a broader set of contract parameters satisfying
the (IC) constraint).

5.2. Forecasting
Suppose the manufacturer chooses to induce retailer
forecasting. From the revelation principle, we can,
without loss of generality, restrict attention to a menu
of two contracts �qH� rH� tH�� �qL� rL� tL��, where the
contract with subscript S ∈ H�L� is intended for the
retailer that has forecasted and observed signal S. An
optimal menu of rebate contracts that induces fore-
casting is the solution to

max
�qH �rH �tH ���qL�rL�tL�

{
��tH−cqH−rHEmin�qH�DH��+�1−��

·�tL−cqL−rLEmin�qL�DL��
}

(OBJ)

s.t. Rr�H�H�≥Rr�H�L� (IC1)

Rr�L�L�≥Rr�L�H� (IC2)

Rr�H�H�≥0 (IR1)

Rr�L�L�≥0 (IR2)

�Rr�H�H�+�1−��Rr�L�L�−k

≥Rr�N�H� (IC3)

�Rr�H�H�+�1−��Rr�L�L�−k

≥Rr�N�L� (IC4)

�Rr�H�H�+�1−��Rr�L�L�−k

≥0� (IR3)
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The first four constraints ensure that after forecasting
and observing the demand signal, the retailer selects
the intended contract. Constraints (IC1) and (IC2)
ensure that it is more attractive to select this con-
tract rather than the contract intended for the retailer
that observed the other demand signal. Constraints
(IR1) and (IR2) ensure that the intended contract sat-
isfies the retailer’s interim participation constraint
so that after forecasting and observing a signal, the
retailer will accept the contract; the forecasting cost
is excluded because it is sunk when the retailer is
making her decision to accept or reject the contract.
The last three constraints ensure that the retailer fore-
casts. Constraints (IC3) and (IC4) ensure that the
retailer is better off forecasting and choosing the
intended contract than not forecasting and selecting
either contract. Constraint (IR3) ensures that the con-
tracts satisfy the retailer’s ex ante participation con-
straint so that the retailer is better off forecasting and
accepting the intended contract rather than not fore-
casting and rejecting the contracts.
If (OBJ)–(IR3) does not have a solution, then it is

optimal to not induce forecasting; Proposition 3 ad-
dresses the case where (OBJ)–(IR3) does have a solu-
tion. Let

$�q�≡ E�min�q�DH�−min�q�DL��

denote the expected increase in units sold when the
retailer has q units and observes the favorable rather
than unfavorable demand signal.

Proposition 3. An optimal menu of rebate contracts
that induces forecasting has quantities, rebates, and trans-
fer payments:

q∗L = argmax
qL≥0

{
p
∫ qL

0
� 	FL�x�−� 	FH�x�� dx− �1−��cqL

}
�

r∗L = 0�

t∗L = pEmin�q∗L�DL��

q∗H = qI
H�

r∗H = k/��1−��$�qI
H��

t∗H = �p+ r∗H�Emin�q
∗
H�DH�− p$�q∗L�− k/��

To reward forecasting and distinguish between
retailers that have observed different signals, the man-
ufacturer offers extreme contracts: one contract with a
large rebate, quantity, and transfer payment and one
contract with no rebate and a small quantity and pay-
ment. The large-rebate contract will only be attractive
to a retailer that has an optimistic demand forecast,
whereas the no-rebate contract with its small quan-
tity and transfer payment appeals to the pessimistic
retailer.
Typically, in adverse selection models, the party

with superior information captures positive expected
profit (information rents). This result continues to

hold in our setting, despite the fact that it is costly
for the retailer to obtain her information advantage.
Under the optimal menu of contracts, the retailer’s
expected profit is

�Rr�H�H�+ �1−��Rr�L�L�− k = �Rr�H�L� (2)

= Rr�N�L� (3)

= �p$�q∗L�� (4)

which is strictly positive when FL�0�= 0 and FH�x� <
FL�x� for some sufficiently small x. Although the
retailer receives positive expected profit, the contract
is designed to reward only the optimistic-forecast-
observing retailer: Excluding the cost of forecasting,
the pessimistic-forecast-observing retailer receives
zero profit, and the optimistic-forecast-observing re-
tailer receives expected profit of p$�q∗L�+ k/�. To
reduce the retailer’s information rents, the production
quantity for the low-type retailer is distorted down-
ward q∗L ≤ qI

L, whereas there is no distortion for the
high-type retailer q∗H = qI

H , which follows the typi-
cal adverse selection results. In the typical adverse
selection setting, the source of the informed party’s
expected profit is that when her private information
is favorable (which occurs with probability � in our
model) the informed party can select the contract
intended for the unfavorably informed party, and
this explanation is consistent with (2). Equation (3)
provides an alternative explanation for the retailer’s
expected profit in our setting with endogenous asym-
metric information. Any contract that appeals to
the pessimistic-forecast-observing retailer (i.e., satis-
fies Rr�L�L� ≥ 0) will yield greater expected profit
to the nonforecasting retailer (who possesses a more
optimistic forecast). Indeed, the retailer’s expected
profit under the optimal menu is the profit she would
receive by not forecasting and then selecting the con-
tract intended for the pessimistic-forecast-observing
retailer (Equation (3)). In this sense, surprisingly, one
can interpret the source of the retailer’s profit as being
the retailer’s threat of not acquiring information.
Notably, the retailer’s expected profit is indepen-

dent of her forecasting cost (see (4)); the manufacturer
bears the cost entirely. The manufacturer’s expected
profit is

�r
F = �

[
p
∫ q∗H

0

	FH�x�dx− cq∗H

]
+�1−��

·
[
p
∫ q∗L

0

	FL�x�−� 	FH�x�
1−�

dx− cq∗L

]
− k� (5)

5.3. Forecasting or No Forecasting
We now turn to whether the manufacturer should
offer contracts that encourage or discourage retailer
forecasting. The manufacturer’s expected profit under
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the optimal menu of contracts that induces forecasting
is �r

F (see (5)), and under the optimal menu of con-
tracts that does not induce forecasting is �r

N (see (1)).
The manufacturer should offer contracts that induce
forecasting if and only if �r

F > �r
N . Because as k

increases, �r
F strictly decreases and �r

N increases, and
because at k = 0, �r

F ≥ �r
N , there exists a threshold

kr ≥ 0 such that
�r

F >�r
N if and only if k < kr �

Thus, when forecasting is cheap, the manufacturer
should offer a menu with a generous-rebate con-
tract and a no-rebate contract (see Proposition 3) to
induce retail forecasting. When forecasting is costly,
the manufacturer should offer a single no-rebate con-
tract (see Proposition 2) that discourages the retailer
from forecasting.
We next turn to the impact of the retailer’s fore-

casting cost on the expected profit of the firms. The
insights on this point are most easily illustrated by
a numerical example; Figure 1 depicts the expected
profits of the manufacturer, retailer, and total system
as a function of the retailer’s forecasting cost. Several
observations are noteworthy. First, should the man-
ufacturer prefer a retailer with a lower cost of fore-
casting or a retailer with a higher cost of forecasting?
A retailer with a lower forecasting cost can be eas-
ily motivated to forecast, collecting valuable demand
information that leads to a better match between sup-
ply and demand. This suggests that the manufacturer
should benefit from a reduction in the retailer’s fore-
casting cost. Indeed, under the optimal rebates con-
tract, a decline in the forecasting cost results in a strict
increase in the manufacturer’s expected profit, pro-
vided that the current forecasting cost is low (k < kr ).
However, if the forecasting cost is moderately high
(k > kr ), a reduction in the forecasting cost decreases
the manufacturer’s expected profit. Figure 1(a) depicts
this result; in the figure, kr = 0�26. The intuition as to
why the manufacturer is hurt when the retailer’s fore-
casting technology improves is that when the fore-
casting cost is moderately high, it is optimal for the
manufacturer to discourage the retailer from forecast-
ing, and it is easier to do so when forecasting is costly
for the retailer.
Second, one might conjecture that, even if the man-

ufacturer could benefit by the retailer’s having an
inferior forecast technology, the retailer would never
benefit (because having inferior forecasting technol-
ogy means that it is more difficult for the retailer to
obtain information that would be helpful in making a
contract choice decision). Figure 1(b) shows that this
conjecture is false. The retailer’s expected profit jumps
up when the forecasting cost crosses the threshold kr .
Interestingly, when the forecasting cost is moderate

Figure 1 Expected Profits Under Optimal Rebate Contracts

Under rebates retailer forecasts,
but not forecasting is optimal for
the integrated system

Retailer captures positive profit
without having superior information

Retailer benefits from inferior forecasting technology

Integrated system profit

System profit
under rebates

Integrated system does not forecast

System under rebates benefits from
inferior forecasting technology

Manufacturer benefits as forecasting technology worsens

Retailer profit

Manufacturer profit

Forecasting cost k

Under rebates retailer does not forecast

2.00.0

2.5

2.0

1.5

1.0

0.5

0.0

29.0(a)

(b)

(c)

28.5

28.0

27.5

27.0

26.5

26.0

29.0

28.5

28.0

27.5

Forecasting cost k
2.00.0

Forecasting cost k
2.00.0 0.5 1.0 1.5

Under rebates retailer does not forecast

Note. Parameters are p= 20, c= 10, �= 0�6, DH ∼ exponential(0.10), and
DL ∼ exponential(0.12).

(k ∈ �0�26�1�06� in Figure 1), the retailer captures pos-
itive expected profit without having superior informa-
tion. Here it is the threat of acquiring information that
leads to positive expected profit for the retailer, and
this threat is the most formidable when the forecast
cost is not too high, which explains why the retailer’s
expected profit jumps.
Third, Figure 1(c) shows that when the forecast-

ing cost is moderately high (k ∈ �1�06�1�25� in Fig-
ure 1), the total system benefits as the forecasting cost
increases. This stands in sharp contrast to the result
for the integrated system, where expected profit is
always decreasing in the forecasting cost.
The next proposition provides sufficient condi-

tions under which the manufacturer, retailer, and
total system benefit when the retailer’s forecasting
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cost increases. Let �r denote the manufacturer’s ex-
pected profit under the optimal rebate contracts, i.e.,
�r = max��r

F ��
r
N �� and let �r denote the retailer’s

expected profit under these contracts.

Proposition 4. If EDH > EDL, then there exists c̄, k,
and k̄ with c̄ > 0 and k < k̄ such that if c < c̄, under the
optimal rebate contracts, the expected profit of the manufac-
turer �r and the total system �r +�r are strictly increas-
ing in the retailer’s forecasting cost k ∈ �k� k̄�. If � 	FH�x�≥	FL�x� for x > 0, then there exists c > 0 and k̂ > kr such
that if c < c, then the retailer’s expected profit is higher
when her forecasting cost is higher:

�r �k∈�0� kr � <�r �k∈�kr � k̂�� (6)

The conditions in the proposition on the demand
distributions ensure that the forecast signal conveys
some information. When the production cost c is
small, there is little value to having production deci-
sions informed by more precise demand information.
Consequently, for a large range of forecasting costs k,
it is optimal to induce no forecasting. As Figure 1
illustrates, when this region is large, the manufacturer
and retailer can be hurt by the retailer having a lower
forecasting cost.
We now summarize the managerial implications

of our results regarding the impact of the forecast-
ing cost under rebate contracts. First, manufacturers
ought not blindly seek out retailers with low fore-
casting costs. Being able to forecast cheaply puts the
retailer in the position where she will walk away from
contracts that are not generous, when her forecast-
ing efforts reveal that market conditions are unfa-
vorable. Thus, low forecasting costs can force the
manufacturer to offer generous contracts. Proposi-
tion 4 indicates that this phenomenon occurs when
the production cost is low, so manufacturers operating
in such environments should be particularly careful
about selecting a retailer with a low forecasting cost.
A manufacturer may be able to reduce the retailer’s
forecasting cost by providing direct assistance to the
retailer (e.g., by providing materials or other support
for a preseason merchandise test). Our results indi-
cate that the marginal benefit to the manufacturer of
doing so is positive when the retailer is already good
at forecasting (k < kr ); otherwise, it is negative.
A second implication is that retailers ought not

blindly devote resources to reduce their forecasting
costs (improve their forecasting technology). If the
retailer’s forecasting cost is sufficiently low that it is
optimal for the manufacturer to induce forecasting,
then the retailer receives no benefit from reducing its
forecasting cost; the manufacturer receives the entire
benefit (see (4) and (5)). If the retailer’s forecasting
cost is sufficiently high that it is optimal for the man-
ufacturer not to induce forecasting, then the retailer

may be hurt by reducing its cost of forecasting. Propo-
sition 4 indicates that this concern is particularly acute
when the production cost is low and the retailer
learns a lot about demand by forecasting (the sig-
nals correspond to quite different demand distribu-
tions). (For a related result in a setting with no-rebate
contracts and exogenous asymmetric information, see
Taylor 2006.) We should caution that the results here
rely on the assumption that the retailer’s forecasting
cost is common knowledge.5

We conclude this subsection by noting the impact
of decentralization on forecast investment. Decen-
tralized systems are often characterized by underin-
vestment relative to the integrated system optimal
investments, which in our setting would suggest that
decentralization leads to underinvestment in forecast-
ing. Figure 1(c) shows that the opposite may occur.
When the forecasting cost is moderately low (k ∈
�0�18�0�26� in Figure 1), decentralization leads to over-
investment in forecasting: It is optimal for the manu-
facturer to offer contracts that induce the retailer to
forecast, even though not forecasting is optimal for
the integrated system. The intuition is that discourag-
ing forecasting is costly to the manufacturer because
it compels the manufacturer to lower the contractual
quantity and transfer payment. Discouraging forecast-
ing is especially costly when the forecasting cost is
not too high.

6. Returns Contracts
In the previous section, we established that when
the manufacturer has the option to compensate the
retailer for selling units, he should do so only when he
wants to encourage the retailer to forecast, in which
case he offers a menu of two contracts, only one
of which compensates the retailer for selling units.
In this section, we turn to addressing the question
of whether (and if so, how) the manufacturer should
compensate the retailer for not selling units (paying
the retailer for each unit of unsold inventory). More
importantly, we address whether the manufacturer
should offer contracts that compensate the retailer for
selling units (rebates) or not selling units (returns).
Following the same sequence as the previous sec-
tion, we begin with the case where the manufacturer
induces the retailer not to forecast.

5 When the retailer’s forecasting cost is private information, then
the manufacturer, in designing contracts, needs to differentiate
retailers not only based on the information that retailers obtain
through forecasting (as in our setting) but also based on the
retailers’ forecasting cost. See Lariviere (2002) for a treatment that
focuses on differentiating retailers based on their private forecast-
ing cost information. It is possible that our results, which consider
a single dimension of asymmetric information (demand infor-
mation obtained by the retailer), may change when this second
dimension of asymmetric information (retailer’s forecasting cost) is
incorporated.
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6.1. No Forecasting
Under a returns contract, the manufacturer buys back
the retailer’s unsold inventory at the end of the selling
season, paying b for each unit. The retailer’s expected
profit when she faces demand distribution FS under
returns contract �qC� bC� tC� is

Rb�S�C�= pEmin�qC�DS�+ bCEmax�qC −DS�0�− tC�

We refer to a returns contract �qN � bN � tN � with buy-
back price bN = p and transfer payment tN = pqN as a
full-returns contract because the retailer receives a full
refund of her per-unit purchase price for any unsold
quantity. Under any full-returns contract, the retailer
receives zero profit under any demand distribution.
Therefore, under a full-returns contract, the retailer
has no incentive to forecast. If the manufacturer offers
a full-returns contract with quantity qN = qI

N , the man-
ufacturer’s expected profit is identical to the expected
profit of the nonforecasting integrated system �N�q

I
N �.

Because this is the largest profit that the manufac-
turer could capture under a contract that does not
induce forecasting, if the manufacturer chooses not to
induce forecasting, it is optimal for him to offer the
full-returns contract �qN � bN � tN �= �qI

N � p�pq
I
N �.

6.2. Forecasting
Suppose the manufacturer offers a menu of two
returns contracts, denoted by �qH�bH�tH���qL�bL�tL��,
to induce the retailer to forecast. To derive the optimal
contract parameters that maximize the manufacturer’s
profit, we follow an approach similar to that in §5.2.
When the retailer forecasts and chooses the intended

contract, the manufacturer’s expected profit is

��tH − cqH − bHEmax�qH −DH�0��

+ �1−���tL − cqL − bLEmax�qL −DL�0���

The manufacturer’s contract design problem has the
same set of constraints (IC1)–(IR3), where Rb�S�C�
replaces Rr�S�C�.
If the manufacturer’s returns contract design prob-

lem (OBJ)–(IR3) does not have a solution, then it
is optimal to not induce forecasting. Proposition 5
addresses the case in which (OBJ)–(IR3) does have
a solution. As a technical point, we define "−1�k� ≡
minq� "�q�= k�.

Proposition 5. An optimal menu of returns contracts
that induces forecasting has quantities, buy-back prices,
and transfer payments:

�q∗H� b
∗
H� t

∗
H�=

(
max�qI

H�"
−1�k���0�

pEmin�max�qI
H�"

−1�k��� DH�− k/�
)
�

�q∗L� b
∗
L� t

∗
L�= �qI

L� p� pq
I
L��

As in the case with rebates contracts (see Proposi-
tion 3), to reward forecasting and distinguish between
retailers that have observed different signals, the
manufacturer offers extreme contracts: a full-returns
contract and a no-returns contract. The no-returns
contract is attractive to a retailer that has an opti-
mistic demand forecast, whereas the full-returns con-
tract appeals to the pessimistic retailer.
Typically, in adverse selection models, the party

with superior information captures positive expected
profit (information rents), and §5.2 shows that the
result continues to hold in our setting with endoge-
nous asymmetric information and rebate contracts.
Contrast emerges, however, in our setting with re-
turns contracts. Under the optimal returns menu,
the retailer’s expected profit is zero. Excluding the
cost of forecasting, the pessimistic-forecast-observing
retailer receives zero profit, and the optimistic-fore-
cast-observing retailer receives expected profit of k/�.
One can think of this profit as the retailer’s ex post
information rents. The contract is designed so that the
expected value of the ex post rents generated from
the information obtained by forecasting is exactly
equal to the cost of acquiring that information (the
forecasting cost k), so the retailer is left with zero
expected profit (zero ex ante information rents). In
the remainder of the paper we use information rents
to mean these ex ante rents, inclusive of the fore-
casting cost. To see the intuition for why the returns
results diverge from those for rebates, recall that there
the driver behind the retailer’s receiving rents was
the retailer’s threat of selecting the contract intended
for the pessimistic-forecast-observing retailer when
the retailer observed the optimistic forecast. The opti-
mal returns menu empties this threat of its power
because the full-returns contract is unappealing to
the optimistic-forecast-observing retailer (it yields her
zero profit).
Further contrast with the typical adverse selection

result emerges when the forecasting cost is high. The
typical adverse selection result is that the second best
contract is characterized by downward distortion in
the contract for the low-type agent and “no distortion
at the top” (i.e., for the high-type agent). In contrast, in
our setting there is no distortion at the bottom q∗L = qI

L

and upward distortion at the top q∗H ≥ qI
H� where the

inequality is strict when the forecasting cost is high
k > "�qI

H�. The intuition for the latter result is that the
contract must be designed to discourage the retailer
from not forecasting and then selecting the contract
intended for the high-type retailer (constraint (IC3)).
When the forecasting cost is high, it becomes difficult
to encourage the retailer to forecast. However, increas-
ing the quantity in the no-returns contract makes this
contract unattractive to any retailer that is not confi-
dently optimistic (where confidence comes from fore-
casting and observing a favorable signal).
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6.3. Forecasting or No Forecasting
The structure of the manufacturer’s optimal decision
as to whether he should offer returns contracts that
encourage or discourage retailer forecasting follows
the intuitive structure from the rebates case: It is opti-
mal to offer contracts that induce forecasting if and
only if the forecast cost is below a threshold. More
surprisingly, this threshold coincides with the thresh-
old for the integrated system, and the optimal menu
of returns contracts allows the manufacturer to cap-
ture the entire integrated system profit.

Proposition 6. An optimal menu of returns contracts
is given by the following. If k < kI , then the optimal menu
has contracts with quantities, buy-back prices, and transfer
payments

�q∗H� b
∗
H� t

∗
H�= �qI

H�0� pEmin�q
I
H�DH�− k/���

�q∗L� b
∗
L� t

∗
L�= �qI

L� p� pq
I
L��

which induces the retailer to forecast. Otherwise, the opti-
mal menu has a single contract

�q∗N � b
∗
N � t

∗
N �= �qI

N � p�pq
I
N ��

which induces the retailer not to forecast. Under the opti-
mal menu, the manufacturer’s expected profit is the inte-
grated system expected profit.

It is optimal for the manufacturer to offer a full-
returns contract. If forecasting is expensive, this is all
the manufacturer offers. If forecasting is cheap, the
manufacturer also offers a no-returns contract with
a larger quantity so as to encourage the retailer to
forecast.
The optimal returns menu achieves the integrated

system expected profit for the manufacturer. The intu-
ition is the easiest to see when the forecasting cost is
large (i.e., k≥ kI ). As noted in §6.1, by offering a single
properly designed full-returns contract, the manufac-
turer can always induce the retailer to not forecast and
to purchase the associated integrated system quan-
tity. To see the intuition as to why the manufacturer
continues to achieve the integrated system expected
profit when the forecasting cost is small, recall that the
optimal menu of returns contracts that induces fore-
casting only requires distortion away from the inte-
grated system production quantities when the retailer
can credibly threaten not to forecast. When the fore-
casting cost is small (i.e., k ≤ "�qI

H�), such a threat
is not credible, so the optimal menu of returns con-
tracts achieves the integrated system expected profit
for the manufacturer. Because "�qI

H� ≥ kI , there is no
intermediate range of forecast costs where the optimal
returns menu fails to achieve the integrated system
profit for the manufacturer. (Although, admittedly,
the full-returns contracts in Proposition 6 are not com-
mon in practice, they are consistent, as an approxi-
mation, with the offering of a menu of contracts that
includes a generous returns option.) Although the

menu of contracts in Proposition 6 allocates the entire
system profit to the manufacturer, the contract can be
adapted (by reducing the transfer payments) to arbi-
trarily allocate the profit between the firms.
Proposition 6 demonstrates that returns contracts

are superior to rebates contracts: The manufacturer
should offer contracts that compensate the retailer
for not selling units rather than for selling units. To
understand how robust this result is, we elucidate the
strengths and weaknesses of each kind of contract.
Rebates contracts are very effective in encourag-

ing the retailer to forecast but are less effective in
differentiating between optimistic-forecast-observing
and pessimistic-forecast-observing retailers. The intu-
ition for why rebates are effective in encouraging the
retailer to forecast is that rebates contracts provide the
retailer a “lottery” with rich payoffs when demand is
high and poor payoffs when demand is low, so the
offer of a rebate contract makes precise knowledge
of the demand distribution valuable to the retailer.
However, as discussed in §5.2, rebates are ineffec-
tive in cheaply distinguishing between different types
of retailers. The optimal menu of rebates contracts
cedes information rents to the retailer because a
contract designed for a pessimistic-forecast-observing
retailer yields positive profit to an optimistic-forecast-
observing retailer. These information rents are due
to differentiating between retailer types rather than
inducing the retailer to forecast (this is evident from
the fact that the information rents (4) do not depend
on the forecasting cost). Thus, to the extent that the
manufacturer uses the rebates contracts to induce
forecasting, the departure from the system optimum
is caused by screening information, not by inducing
information acquisition.
In contrast, returns contracts are very effective at

differentiating between retailers but may be less effec-
tive in encouraging the retailer to forecast. As noted
in the discussion following Proposition 5, by offer-
ing a menu with a full-returns contract, the manu-
facturer is able to differentiate between retailer types
without ceding (ex ante) information rents. How-
ever, when the forecasting cost is high, the manufac-
turer must distort the production quantity upward
to encourage forecasting. Thus, to the extent that the
manufacturer uses the returns contracts to induce
forecasting, the source of deviation from the system
optimum is not from screening information but from
inducing information acquisition. Intuitively, because
returns provide insurance, such a contract discour-
ages forecasting by making precise knowledge of the
demand distribution less valuable. However, offering
a menu of returns contracts that includes a no-returns
contract mitigates this problem because the more pre-
cise demand information obtained by forecasting is
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valuable under such a contract. Proposition 6 indi-
cates that the optimal menu of returns contracts is
powerful enough to overcome the natural weakness
of failing to encourage forecasting.

7. Robustness
Proposition 6 is a remarkably strong result. It says
that among all contracts, returns contracts are optimal
(i.e., no other form of contract can result in strictly
larger manufacturer profit). However, although our
model places minimal restrictions on the information
that is conveyed by the demand signal, our model
makes other assumptions that are restrictive: there
are only two possible demand signals, the retailer’s
forecasting effort decision is binary, and only a sin-
gle product is relevant. This section provides evidence
that the result that returns contracts are optimal is
not driven by these assumptions. Furthermore, it pro-
vides evidence that our main managerial message,
that returns are superior to rebates, is also preserved
when the transfer payment is restricted to be linear in
the order quantity (as in the commonly studied con-
tracts that feature a wholesale price) and when the
retailer’s main decision is a sales effort decision or
a retail price decision rather than a forecasting effort
decision. Proofs of the assertions in this section are
provided in the e-companion.

7.1. Arbitrary Number of Demand Signals
So as to facilitate analytical insights, we have relied
on the assumption, common to many models that
consider contracts between parties with private infor-
mation, that the private information is of a binary
character. In this section, we extend the model to
the case with n ≥ 2 possible demand signals: S ∈
1�2� � � � �n�. The probability of observing signal i is
�i, where

∑n
i=1 �i = 1, and a larger signal corresponds

to a stochastically larger demand distribution: Fj �x�≤
Fi�x� for i≤ j . We begin by establishing that the result
that returns contracts are optimal among all contracts
continues to hold, provided that the forecasting cost is
large or small. In the notation below, the random vari-
able Di is the demand conditioned on observing signal
i;DN is the unconditioned demand, kI is the increase in
integrated system expected profit from having the bet-
ter demand information provided by forecasting, and
qI
n = 	F −1

n �c/p� is the optimal production quantity in the
integrated system under the most favorable signal.

Proposition 7. Suppose there are n ≥ 2 possible
demand signals. If k≥ kI or k≤ �npmin�E�min�qI

n�Dn�−
min�qI

n�Dn−1���E�min�qI
n�Dn� − min�qI

n�DN ���, then
under the optimal menu of returns contracts, the manu-
facturer’s expected profit is the integrated system expected
profit.

By the argument in §6.1, if it is optimal for the inte-
grated system not to forecast, i.e., k≥ kI , then offering

a single full-returns contract achieves the integrated
system expected profit for the manufacturer. At the
other extreme, if the forecasting cost is small, a menu
of n contracts, with individual contracts specifying
either no-returns or full-returns, achieves the inte-
grated system profit for the manufacturer.
Proposition 7 is silent when the forecasting cost is

of an intermediate value, so to further test the robust-
ness of the optimality of returns contracts result,
we conducted an extensive numerical study for the
case of n = 3. The parameters are as follows: p= 10;
c ∈ 2�5�8�; �3 ∈ 0�1�0�3�0�5�0�8�; �2 = 0�1�1 − �3��
0�5�1 − �3��0�8�1 − �3��; Di is a Normal�(i�)

2� ran-
dom variable, truncated such that its probability
mass is distributed over x ≥ 0, where (1 = 2�1 − *�,
(2 = 2, (3 = 2�1 + *�, * ∈ 0�2�0�5�0�8�, and ) = 0�5;
and k ∈ 0�0�05kI�0�10kI� � � � �0�95kI �. In each of the
2,160 instances, the optimal menu of returns con-
tracts achieves the integrated system expected profit
for the manufacturer. In each instance, the optimal
menu consists of a no-returns contract for the highest-
type retailer (b∗3 = 0), a partial-returns contract for the
intermediate-type (b∗2 ∈ �0� p�), and a full-returns con-
tract for the lowest-type (b∗1 = p). These results, while
incomplete, provide support for the suggestion that
the result that returns contracts are optimal is robust
to the assumption in the base model that there are
only n= 2 possible demand signals.

7.2. Continuous Forecasting Effort
Our base model is appropriate when the retailer’s
main forecasting decision is of a binary character,
as when the decision is whether to conduct a pre-
season merchandise test, whether to conduct a cus-
tomer survey, or whether to purchase a standardized
package of relevant data. However, in other circum-
stances, the key decision may be more of an incremen-
tal nature: how much in the way of time and resources
should a firm devote to analyzing data and consulting
internal experts (e.g., sales force) and external experts
so as to refine its forecast.
To address this second setting, in this section,

we extend the model so that the retailer’s forecast-
ing effort decision is continuous. The random end-
market demand depends on a market condition M ∈
H�L� as follows: Under market condition M , the
demand distribution is GM�·�; as before, demand
conditioned on the high-value market condition is
stochastically larger than under the low-value condi-
tion, i.e., GH�x�≤GL�x�. The market condition is high
M =H with probability � and low M = L with prob-
ability 1− �. The retailer exerts forecasting effort e ∈
�0�1� to acquire a private signal S, which is correlated
with M in the following way:

P�M =H � S =H�= e+ �1− e���

P�M = L � S = L�= e+ �1− e��1−���
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It is easy to verify that S has the same distribution
as M , i.e., S = H with probability � and S = L with
probability 1− �. As the retailer exerts greater fore-
casting effort e� the quality of the signal S in esti-
mating the market condition M improves, in that the
probability that the signal corresponds to the mar-
ket condition increases. (The special case in which
the forecasting effort decision is restricted to e ∈ 0�1�
corresponds to our base model: the decision not to
forecast corresponds to e = 0 in that then the signal
contains no information about the market condition;
the decision to forecast corresponds to e = 1 in that
then the signal fully reveals the market condition.)
The retailer’s forecasting cost, K�e�, is increasing and
convex in her forecasting effort e ∈ �0�1�. We retain
our assumptions from the base case that all distri-
butions and the cost function are common knowl-
edge, but the retailer’s forecasting effort and signal
are unobservable to the manufacturer.
Our main theoretical result extends to this setting:

Under the optimal menu of returns contracts, the
manufacturer’s expected profit is the integrated sys-
tem expected profit. The returns menu is sufficiently
powerful not only to induce the retailer to order the
optimal system quantities but also to exert precisely
the same forecasting effort as the integrated system.

7.3. Multiple Periods and Multiple Products
In our base model, retailer forecasting effort only
improves demand information for a single product.
Our single-period model is appropriate when retailer
forecasting effort is aimed at improving demand
information over a short time horizon, namely for
a product’s selling season. However, retailers may
instead invest in longer-term forecasting capabilities
(e.g., infrastructure investments in people, processes,
and systems that collect, analyze, and interpret
demand-relevant data); such investments translate
into improved demand information not only for the
immediate product but also for subsequent products.
To address this setting, we extend the model to the
case with T ≥ 2 periods, where the retailer sells a dis-
tinct product in each period. If the retailer invests in
forecasting capabilities in period 0 , then in period 0
and each subsequent period she observes the demand
signal prior to making her contract choice decision.
Our main theoretical result extends to this setting:
By offering a properly designed menu of returns con-
tracts for each product, the manufacturer captures the
integrated system expected profit.
Even when the retailer’s forecasting effort is

aimed at improving near-term demand information, a
single-product model may be inadequate. The single-
product model is appropriate when the retailer carries
a core product that constitutes the bulk of her sales
revenue or when the retailer carries multiple prod-
ucts but her forecasting efforts are product-specific

(e.g., conducting a preseason merchandise test for a
particular product or conducting a product-specific
consumer survey). However, in other settings, the
retailer’s forecasting investment generates valuable
demand information across a number of products, as
when a preseason merchandise test or customer sur-
vey informs the retailer’s understanding of demand
across an entire product category. In this case, the
forecasting decision has to be made by trading off
the fixed forecasting cost with the aggregated ben-
efits from having improved demand information
across multiple products. Again, our main theoretical
result extends to this setting: By offering a properly
designed menu of returns contracts for each prod-
uct, the manufacturer captures the integrated system
expected profit.

7.4. Linear Transfer Payment
In our base model, the transfer payment is allowed to
be a general nonlinear function of the retailer’s order
quantity. Industry practice provides support for this
modeling choice: Nonlinear pricing (in the form of
quantity discounts) is commonly used in industries
where the sales-dependent payments of returns or
rebates are also used, such as publishing, pharmaceu-
ticals, and computer hardware (see Padmanabhan and
Png 1995, Taylor 2002, Dunehew et al. 2005, Faletra
2006). For example, this kind of nonlinear pricing is
used alongside returns in book distribution (Garment
1997) and alongside rebates in computer hardware dis-
tribution (Woelbern 2007). In practice, quantity dis-
count contracts often have quantity breakpoints which
make ordering at (or slightly above) those breakpoints
considerably more attractive than other quantity lev-
els. The fixed quantity contract we propose can be
interpreted as a quantity discount scheme with a max-
imum order quantity (see the step-function form of
transfer payment described in §3). Even so, linear
transfer payments are also common in practice, as
exhibited by the use of contracts that feature a per-unit
wholesale price.
We next explore the extent to which our main

managerial message—that returns are superior to re-
bates—continues to hold when the transfer payment is
restricted to be a linear function of the retailer’s order
quantity. Under a wholesale price and rebates contract
�w� r�, the retailer decides the order quantity q, pays
wq, and receives a per-unit rebate r for every unit sold
to end consumers. The wholesale price and returns
contract �w�b� is defined similarly.
As in the base case, when the cost of forecasting is

sufficiently high k ≥ kI that it is optimal for the inte-
grated system not to forecast, then a single full-returns
contract achieves the integrated expected profit for
the manufacturer, and so returns dominate rebates.
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However, when the cost of forecasting is smaller
k ∈ �0� kI �, returns does not dominate in all cases. For a
partial analytical characterization of the optimal menu
of each contractual form, see the e-companion. Here
we describe the results of a numerical study that com-
pares the performance of the contractual forms. The
parameters are as follows: p = 10; c ∈ 2�5�8�; � ∈
0�1�0�3�0�5�0�8�;DS is a Normal�(S�)

2� random vari-
able for S ∈ H�L�, truncated such that its probability
mass is distributed over x ≥ 0, where (L = 2�1 − *�,
(H = 2�1+ *�, * ∈ 0�2�0�5�0�8�, and ) = 0�5; and k ∈
0�0�05kI�0�10kI� � � � �0�95kI �.
Although the universal dominance result that holds

under the nonlinear transfer payment does not carry
over the case of linear transfer payment, out of the
720 tested instances, rebates are better than returns in
only 2.9% of the instances. The parameters of these
21 instances share some common features: high pro-
duction cost c, large difference between two pos-
sible demand distributions (large *), and moderate
value of the forecasting cost k. In the e-companion
we discuss the intuition as to why rebates are supe-
rior in this (very small) parameter region but inferior
elsewhere.
We conclude by stating the two primary conclu-

sions of this analysis. First, the overall thrust of our
managerial message, that manufacturers are better
off offering returns contracts than rebates contracts,
is supported by the numerical study. Second, the
observation in §6.3 that returns contracts are optimal
among all contracts depends crucially on the provi-
sion of nonlinear transfer payments. When returns
contracts are coupled with linear transfer payments,
the optimal menu of returns contracts does not guar-
antee the integrated system expected profit for the
manufacturer. Indeed, in the interesting case where
the forecasting cost is sufficiently small k ∈ �0� kI �
that forecasting is optimal for the integrated system,
the linear transfer price restriction strictly reduces
the manufacturer’s expected profit. In contrast, in the
classical setting without retailer forecasting, returns
coupled with a linear transfer payment is sufficient to
maximize the total system profit and allocate it arbi-
trarily (Pasternack 1985).
The second conclusion has two implications. First,

the practical implication is that the retailer’s ability
to improve her knowledge of demand by forecasting
makes nonlinear transfer pricing an attractive lever
to a manufacturer offering a returns contract. Second,
the conclusion provides theoretical support for our
study of nonlinear transfer prices in that the com-
monly studied wholesale price and returns contract
is suboptimal, but the simple relaxation of the linear
transfer price restriction yields a contract that is opti-
mal among all contracts.

7.5. Endogenous Demand
We have focused on the retailer’s decision to
exert effort to acquire better demand information.
However, in some settings, the key decision facing
the retailer regards influencing demand directly (e.g.,
through sales effort or the retail price) instead of
learning about exogenous demand (forecasting). We
consider sales effort and retail price selection sequen-
tially. The scenario in which sales effort is the key
decision occurs when activities like advertising and
promotions substantially impact demand and when
the costs of these activities are much higher than the
costs of forecasting. The scenario in which the retail
price is the key decision occurs when the retailer has
pricing power, demand is sensitive to the retail price,
and the demand information available to the retailer
is insensitive to her efforts.
To address the sales-effort scenario, we modify the

base model as follows: After the manufacturer offers
the menu of contracts, but before the retailer costlessly
observes the signal of demand, the retailer exerts sales
effort, which is captured in our setting by choos-
ing � ∈ �0�1�� the probability that the actual demand
distribution is favorable. The cost of sales effort is
����, which is assumed to be increasing and strictly
convex.
Our base model demonstrates that when the key

decision facing the retailer is a forecasting decision,
returns are superior to rebates. One might conjec-
ture that when the key decision facing the retailer
is sales effort, the result would be reversed: Because
rebates reward the retailer for selling units whereas
returns reward the retailer for not selling units, the
manufacturer should be better off offering rebates
because that instrument better rewards and encour-
ages the retailer’s sales effort. Surprisingly, this con-
jecture is false: The manufacturer’s expected profit
is greater under the optimal menu of returns con-
tracts than under the optimal menu of rebates con-
tracts. The intuition is twofold. First, to counter the
conjecture that returns are ineffective in encouraging
sales effort, consider a menu with a no-returns con-
tract coupled with a transfer payment providing a rel-
atively low per-unit acquisition cost and a full-returns
contract coupled with a high per-unit acquisition cost.
Under this menu, the market is considerably more
attractive to the retailer when the demand forecast is
favorable because then the retailer can take advantage
of the low acquisition cost, no-returns contract. Sec-
ond, the intuition from the base model, that returns
are more effective than rebates at cheaply differen-
tiating between retailers that have observed differ-
ent demand signals, extends. This, taken together
with the effectiveness of the menu of returns contracts
in encouraging sales effort, is what establishes that
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our main managerial message persists in the sales-
effort setting: returns are superior to rebates. How-
ever, under retailer sales effort, the result that the
optimal returns menu achieves the integrated system
profit for the manufacturer no longer obtains: returns
are more effective in providing appropriate incentives
for forecasting effort than sales effort.
When the retailer influences the demand distribu-

tion by setting the retail price rather than through
sales effort, the results described above continue to
hold. To address the retail-pricing scenario, we mod-
ify the base model as follows: After costlessly observ-
ing the demand signal S ∈ H�L� and selecting a
contract, the retailer sets the retail price p, which
impacts the distribution of random demand DS�p�.
Under endogenous retail pricing, the two results from
the sales effort case continue to hold: First, returns
are superior to rebates. Second, the manufacturer’s
expected profit under the optimal returns menu is
strictly lower than the integrated system expected
profit.

8. Discussion
This paper compares the effectiveness of rebates and
returns contracts when a retailer can improve her
demand information by exerting costly forecasting
effort. We show that under the optimal menu of
rebates contracts, the retailer, manufacturer, and total
system may benefit from retailer having inferior fore-
casting technology; in addition, the retailer may over-
invest in forecasting. Under returns, none of these
results occur.
Our main managerial message is that in a set-

ting with endogenous forecasting, a manufacturer
should offer returns contracts rather than rebates
contracts. Although rebates contracts are effective in
encouraging forecasting, they are much less effective
than returns contacts in cheaply differentiating among
forecasting retailers that have observed different sig-
nals, and it is this fact that leads to the superiority
of returns contracts. To establish the robustness of the
conclusion that returns are superior, we provide evi-
dence that it holds for somewhat general models of
forecasting effort (continuous effort choice, multiple
demand signals), when the transfer price is nonlin-
ear in the order quantity or linear (except in a few
rare cases), when there are multiple periods, when
there are multiple products, and when the retailer’s
key decision is a sales effort decision (or a retail price
decision) rather than a forecasting effort decision.
Indeed, in several of these settings we provide ana-
lytical and/or numerical results that support an even
stronger conclusion: the optimal menu of returns con-
tracts achieves the integrated system expected profit
for the manufacturer and so is optimal among all pos-
sible contractual forms.

9. Electronic Companion
An electronic companion to this paper is available as
part of the online version that can be found at http://
mansci.journal.informs.org/.
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